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Introduction 

a) Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over an algebraic 
number field F. Then it is believed that for any "geometric" primitive 
modular form f over the adelization G A of G, there exists a motif M f 

naturally attached to f (cf. Deligne [lD. It is already one question to give 
a precise meaning to the term "geometric". But one might set aside this 
temporarily, by agreeing to the following. When F is totally real and the 
quotient space (GXF,u R)(R)/K of the real Lie group of the real points of 
GXF,u R by a maximal compact group K of (GXF,u R)(R), has an in
variant complex structure for any embedding: a: F=-->;R, those modular 
forms f which belong to the automorphic representations 7!'=Q9v 7!'v of 
GA with infinite components 7!'u belonging to the discrete series of 
(G X F,u R)(R), are geometric. 

Then it is a problem to know how to attach motives M f to the primi
tive forms f of the above type. We want to discuss this problem for 
modular forms f of weight 2 with respect to the Hilbert modular groups 
or the unit groups of quaternion algebras, i.e. when F is totally real and 
G=GL(2) or G=Bx for some indefinite quaternion algebra B over F. 
This case is very special. Nevertheless, the answer is by no means trivial 
as we shall see soon. In this paper, we announce some results on the 
Hodge structures attached to J, which are generalizations of the results of 
the previous paper [9]. 

b) In order to explain the purpose of this paper, we start with some 
conjectures proposed in [9], which we reformulate here, employing the 
terminology of motives in Deligne [2]. 

Let F be a totally real algebraic number field of degree g over Q. 
Let us call a modular cusp form f over the adelization GL2(A) of GL2(F) 
a primitive Hilbert modular cusp form, if it generates an irreducible auto
morphic representation 7!'f= Q9v 7!'v of GL2(A) whose infinite component 7!'u 
belongs to the discrete series of GL2(R) for any embedding a: F=-->;R, 
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and moreover f is the extreme vector of "'. for any infinite place v and f 
is a new vector of "'. for any finite place v of F. 

For any primitive Hilbert modular form f of weight 2 with trivial 
central character and with conductor n, we expect that the motif M f is 
defined as follows. Let Xu be the Hilbert modular variety attached to 
"ro(n)", which is a disjoint union of a finite number of arithmetic quotients 
of Hg by the congruence subgroups. Here H is the complex upper half 
plane. Let Hg(Xu) be the g-th motif of Xu (cf. [2]), and let {w.} be the 
weight filtration. Then WgHg(Xu) would be a polarized motif of weight 
g. If g is even, the space WgHg(Xu) contains some trivial elements 1)A 

obtained as the cup products of the Chern classes 1) in WzHZ(Xu) corre
sponding to the line bundles of the automorphy factors. Let us discard 
this part by putting Hfp(Xu) = WgHg(Xu) if g is odd, and HMXu) = the 
orthogonal complement of 1),/s with respect to the polarization in 
WgH(Xu) if g is even. 

For any pair of divisors, m, b of n satisfying, mb I n, we Can define 
the "face" morphism jm,b: Xu ~ Xm as usual, which induces a homo
morphism j:,b: Hg(Xm)~Hg(Xu) of motives. We define the new part 
HMXu)new of HMXu) as the orthogonal complement of the images of j:,b 
for various m, b in HMXu) with respect to the polarization. 

Since any Hecke operator T(q) «q, n)= 1) is regarded as an algebraic 
correspondence of Xu, the Hecke algebra R generated by T(q) «q, n)= 1) 
acts on HMXu)new. Thus we can consider the decomposition of the R
module HMXu)new into simple submodules. 

Let R'tr be the subalgebra over Q in End (HMxn)new) generated by 
the image of R. Then R'tr is expected to be a commutative semisimple 
algebra, hence is a direct sum of finite algebraic number fields K. For 
each primitive form J, we shall find a unique subfield K of R'tr, or a 
unique primitive idempotent e in R'tJew such that K = eR'tJew = R'tJewe = eR'tJewe 
=;Kf • Here Kf is the field generated by the eigenvalues of f over Q, or 
the field of moduli of the automorphic representation '" f" Then we put 

and call M f the motif attached to f. 
The motif M f should have the following properties: 
(i) M f is a motif of weight g with a homomorphism 

Of: Kf~End (Mf ), 

and M f is a Kf-module of rank 2g via Of. 
(ii) M f has a polarization if) f: M f X Mf~Q( - g) such that 

if)iOia)x, y)=if)ix , Oia)y) 
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for any a E: KJ and any x, Y E M J • 

Moreover there exists the unique Kf-biIinear form <P f: M f X Mr~Kf such 
that <P,=trX!/Q (VJ). 

Thus M J is a motif with coefficient in KJ by the terminology of 
Deligne [2], which we simply call a Kf-motif. 

Then, the conjecture A"plit in Chapter ° of [9] is found to be the 
Hodge realization of the following conjecture. 

Conjecture ASput. Let f be a primitive Hilbert modular cusp form of 
weight 2, and let M f be the motif attached to f Then there exists an 
abelian variety A J of dimension [KJ : Q] defined over F with a homomorphism 

such that there exists an isomorphism of Kf-motives 

M J = 0x! H 1(A J) •• 
• ex! 

Here}; J is the set of all the embeddings of F into the algebraic closure 
F of F, and Hl(A J)' is the "conjugate" of the I-motif Hl(A J) of A J with 
respect to q in some sense. Note there that the tensor product in the 
right hand side is considered over KJ • 

Roughly speaking, the conjecture A"plit implies that the g-th co
homology group of any Hilbert modular variety is a direct sum of the I-st 
cohomology group of certain varieties. 

In addition to this conjecture, we may further expect the following 
generalization of the conjecture of Weil uniformization (cf. Chap. 0, iii) 
of [9]). 

Conjecture W. For any elliptic curve E defined over F, there exists a 
primitive HUbert modular cusp form f of weight 2 with K f = Q, such that E 
is isogenous to the elliptic curve A f over F. 

c) Let us make our talk more practical and substantial by replacing 
all the motives in question by the corresponding Hodge structures and 
considering only the Hodge realizations of the conjectures A"pllt and W, 
because the existence of the theory of motives is not yet proved by logic. 

Let us try to justify Conjecture W. As one notices soon, the first 
thing to be done is to show that Conjecture W is valid for any elliptic 
curve E over F, which is obtained as a factor of the jacobian varieties of 
Shimura curves defined over F. What does this mean? Let us assume 
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that the Shimura curve in question is obtained as a union of the arithmetic 
quotients of H by congruence subgroups of the unit groups of a quater
nion algebra B over F, which split at only one infinite place of F. In this 
case, generally speaking the elliptic curve E itself is an abelian variety A I' 
attached to a certain modular cusp form I' of weight 2 over BX. Con
jecture W implies that A I and A I' are isogenous over F. Then it is natural 
to ask what is the relation between I and f' and to suspect that I is ob
tained by the Eichler-Shimizu correspondence. Consequently, we are 
naturally led to the following two conjectures A and B. 

In order to simplify our exposition, from now on we assume that the 
class number in the narrow sense of F is one, i.e. the class number of F is 
one and the group Ej; of totally positive units has index 2g in the group 
E F of units in OF. Here OF is the ring of integers in F. 

Let B be an indefinite quaternion algebra over F with discriminant 
bm and let N(B) (resp. R(B» be the set of infinite places of F at which B 
is not ramified (resp. is ramified). We denote by n the cardinality of the 
set N(B). Since we assume that the class number of F is one, all the 
maximal order in B are isomorphic by the strong approximation. Choose 
a maximal order OB in B. Then we denote by Oii+ the subgroup of the 
unit group 0ii of OB' consisting of those elements a of OB whose reduced 
norms lI(a) are totally positive. For any place v in N(B), the completion 
B. of B at v is isomorphic to M 2(R). Therefore via v, we can define a 
homomorphism Oii+ ~GLt(R). The product of all these homomorphism 
for v E N(B) defines a homomorphism Oii+ ~GLt(R)n. By means of this 
homomorphism, we can define the action of Oii+ on H1I as usual. 

Let v be a finite place of F which does not divide b B. Then the 
completion 0B,. of OB at v is isomorphic to M 2(OF,.), where OF,. is the 
completion of OF at v. Fix an isomorphism i.: OB,.::::;M2(OF,.) for each 
v not dividing bB • Let m be an ideal of OF coprime to bB • Then we 
define a congruence subgroup ToCm; B) of Oii+ by 

Let I' be a holomorphic primitive modular cusp form on Hn of 
weight 2 with respect to To(m; B). If B=M2(F),J' is a primitive Hilbert 
modular cusp form and we can attach a Hodge structure Hg(MI , Q) of 
weight g (cf. § 1 and 2), which is the Hodge realization of the motif MI. 
If Bt:.M2(F), then similarly as for Hilbert modular forms, we can attach 
a Hodge structure Hn(M;, Q) of weight n to I', which is a substructure of 
the Hodge structure Hn(ToCm; B)\Hn, Q) of the complex projective variety 
To(m; B)\Hn. 
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As we see later (cf. § 1 and 2), the Hodge structure Hn(Mj" Q) has 
the following properties: 

(0 Hn(Mj" Q) is a rational Hodge structure of weight n with a 
homomorphism OJ': Kj'---+End (Hn(Mj" Q», and Hn(Mj" Q) is of rank 
2n over Kj' via OJ'' 

(ii) There is a polarization (])j,:Hn(Mj"Q)XHn(Mj',Q)---+Q(-n) 
satisfying 

for any a E Kj' and any x, Y E Hn(Mf" Q), where Kf' is the subfield of C 
generated by the eigenvalues of f' with respect to T(q) «q, DBm)=I). 
Moreover there exists a Kj,-bilinear form 0/1' on Hn(Mj" Q) with value 
in Kf such that (])f'=trKf'IQ(o/f')' 

Then as a generalization of Conjecture ASpUt, we propose the fol
lowing. 

Conjecture A (Hodge realization version). Let f' be a holomorphic 
modular cusp form on Hn of weight 2 with respect to To(m; B) which is a 
common eigenform of all Hecke operators T(q) with (q, DBm) = 1. Thenfor 
the Hodge structure Hn(Mj" Q) there exists an abelian variety AI' defined 
over F with a homomorphism 

such that there is an isomorphism of Kf'-Hodge structures 

Hn(Mj" Q)= ®Kf,HI(Aj~), Q). 
VEN(B) 

Here Aj~) is the abelian variety defined over C obtained from Aj' by 
means of the scalar extension with respect to the embedding F=--+C cor
responding to v. 

Remark. If n= 1, the above conjecture says nothing except that Aj' 
is defined over F, which is shown by the theory of canonical models of 
Shimura [15]. 

Let us formulate another conjecture related with the Eichler-Shimizu 
correspondence. Suppose that two indefinite quaternion algebras BI and 
Bz over F are given, and consider a holomorphic modular cusp formft 
(resp . .fz) on Hn1 (resp. on Hn2) of weight 2 with respect to To(ml ; B1) 

(resp. To(mz; Bz» for some ideal ml (resp. mz) of OF' which is a common 
eigenform of all the Hecke operators T(n) with (n, DB1ml)= 1 (resp. with 
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(n, bB.m2) = 1). Then we say that two modular forms It and;; correspond 
in the sense of Eichler-Shimizu, if the eigenvalues of It and;; with respect 
to T(n) coincide for any Heeke operator T(n) with (n, m1m2bB ,bB.) = 1 
(cf. [4], [12], [13], [14], and § 16 of [7]). 

Conjecture B. Let It (resp.;;) be a holomorphic modular form of 
weight 2 on Hn, (resp. on Hn.) with respect to TO(m1 ; B1) (resp. T O(m2 ; B2» 
which is a common eigenform of all Hecke operators. Suppose that Con
jecture A is valid for It and;;. and let A" and A 10 be the abelian varieties 
over F obtained in Conjecture A for It and;;, respectively. Then, if It 
and;; correspond in the sense of Eichler-Shimizu, there exists an isogeny 

over v(F) (=---+C), compatible with the actions of K,,=Kh , for any v E 

N(Bl) n N(B?). 

d) Though we cannot yet prove Conjectures A and B completely 
because of some limitation of our present method, we have some results 
stated below. Before formulating our main results, we need some prepa
ration, because we have to impose some condition on the modular form f 
so that our method works. 

Let P oo(F) be the set of all infinite places of F, and let Sgn (F) be the 
set of mappings of the set P oo(F) to the set { + 1, -I}. In other words, 
Sgn (F) is the set of vectors of length g with components equal to + 1 or 
to -1. Let X be a quadratic Dirichlet character of OF with conductor i, 
and let X be the corresponding character of the idele group IF. Let a be 
the element of IF/(FXI~) corresponding to X by the reciprocity law of the 
class field theory. Then for any X, we define Sgn (X) as the vector in 
Sgn (F) such that its v-th component is + 1 or -1, according as the v
component of the idele class a is positive or negative for each v E P oo(F). 

Definition. Let B be an indefinite quaternion algebra over F, and 
suppose that f is a holomorphic modular form of weight 2 on Hn with 
respect to To(m; B) for some ideal m of OF' which is a common eigen
form of all Heeke operators T(n) «n, bBm) = 1). Thenfis called strongly 
admissible, if for any given element S of Sgn (F), there exists a quadratic 
Dirichlet character X of OF with signature Sgn(X)=S and with conductor 
coprime to mbB such that L(1,j, X)*O. 

Here L(s,f) is the Dirichlet series defined by the Euler product 

L(s,f)= n (l_aqNq-s+Nql-2S)-1 

q~mbB 

with aq the eigenvalue off with respect to T(q), and Nq the absolute norm 
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of the prime ideal q in Kj, and L(s,f, X) is the twist of L(s,f) with respect 
to the quadratic character, i.e. 

L(s,f, X)= n (l-x(q)aqNq-s+Nql-28)-I. 
q%bBm 

As a partial answer to Conjecture A, we have the following: 

Theorem A. Let B be an indefinite quaternion algebra over F, and 
let f be a holomorphic modular form of weight 2 on Hn with respect to 
ro(m; B), which is a common eigenform of all Heeke operators. Assume 
that f is strongly admissible. Then for each infinite place v of Fin N(B), 
we can find an abelian variety Ai of dimension [Kj : Q] defined over C with 
a homomorphism 

such that there is an isomorphism of Kj-Hodge structures 

Hn(Mj, Q)= Q9X! HI(Ai, Q). 
vEN(B) 

Moreover, ifn is odd, the abelian variety Ai is defined over the algebraic 
number field v(F) for each v e N(B). 

Remark 1. If n is even, we do not know in general whether. or not 
the abelian variety Ai is defined over some algebraic number field. As
sume that n is odd. Then, if F/Q is a galois extension, the abelian variety 
Af' for v' e N(B) is Kj-isogenous (i.e. isogenous compatible with the actions 
of Kj) to the conjugate of Ai which is obtained from Ai by means of the 
scalar extension v(F)=::;v(F)'~C, over C. If F/Q is not a galois ex
tension, we know nothing about the conjugacy between Ai (ve N(B» in 
general. 

We have the following partial answer to Conjecture B. 

Theorem B. Let BI and B2 be two indefinite quaternion algebras over F, 
and suppose that!t (resp. h) is a holomorphic modular forms of weight 2 on 
Hn, Crespo on Hn.) with respect to ro(ml ; B 1) (resp. r O(m2; B2», ~hich is an 
eigenform of all Heeke operators. Assume that both !t and h are strongly 
admissible. Then, if!t and h correspond in the sense of Eichler-Shimizu, 
the abelian varieties Ai, and Ai. constructed by Theorem A for each v e 
N(BI) n N(B2), are mutually K/1 = Kfo-isogenous over C. 

Remark 2. Let f be a modular form considered in Theorem A. As 
we have noted in Remark 1, we do not know in general whether or not 
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Ai- is defined over algebraic number field, if n is even. However it may 
happen that there exists another modular formf' of weight 2 over another 
quaternion algebra B', which is the Eichler-Shimizu correspondence of J, 
such that n'=#(N(B'» is odd. Then by Theorems B and A, Ai- is iso
genous to an abelian variety defined over an algebraic number fields, 
hence Ai- itself is defined over a number field. 

But unfortunately this never happens for (say) Hilbert modular form 
f of conductor 1 with even degree g, because of the sum theorem of Hasse 
invariant. 

Remark 3. Theorem B is related with the recent results of Ribet [10] 
and Shimura [18]. We discuss it in a later section. 

§ 1. Hodge structures of Shimura varieties 

In this section, we verify some basic facts on the Hodge structures of 
Shimura varieties. Similarly as in Introduction, we assume that the class 
number of F in the narrow sense is one. 

Let B be an indefinte quaternion algebra over F, and let us choose a 
maximal order OB' We denote by Oli+ the subgroup of the unit group 
0li of 0li consisting of elements with totally positive reduced norms. Let 
n be an ideal of OF coprime to the conductor bB of B, and let us define 
the congruence subgroup Tin; B) of Oli+ as in Introduction, which acts 
on the product Hn of the complex upper half plane H. Here n is the 
cardinality of the set N(B) of the infinite places of F, at which B splits. 
The quotient analytic variety Tin; B)\Hn is a projective algebraic variety 
if B is not isomorphic to MlF), or a quasi-projective algebraic variety if 
B~M2(F). We put Xn=To(n; B)\Hn. Then Xn has only finite number 
of isolated quotient singularities, hence Xn is a rational homology manifold. 

Let Hn(Xn' Q) be the n-th cohomology group with rational coefficients 
of X. Then by Deligne [3], Hn(Xn' Q) has a mixed Hodge structure. Let 
{W.} be the weight filtration of Hn(Xn' Q). Then Wn_tHn(xn , Q)={O}, 
because Xn is a rational homology manifold (cf. Theorem (8.2.4) of III of 
[3]). Moreover, if Bt:.M2(F), WnHn(Xn' Q)=Hn(xn, Q), because Xn is 
compact in this case. If B~MlB), we have the following. 

Proposition 1.1. Put To(n)=To(n; B) for B=MlF). Then if s is 
the number of To(n)-equivalence classes of cusps with respect to To(n). 
Then rankQ {Hn(x., Q)/Wn_tHn(xn, Q)}=s, and 

for n:::;;'i<2n-2, 

and 
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s 
W2nHn(Xn' Q)/Wzn_1Hn(xn, Q)=EB Q( -n), 

if g=n> 1 (note that g=n in this case). 

Remark 1. The elements of Hg(Xn, Q)/WgHg(Xn, Q) are represented 
by certain holomorphic g-forms of the "third" kind obtained from the 
Eisenstein series. 

Remark 2. If g = n = I, i.e. F = Q, the above proposition is also 
valid by putting s = the number of To(n)-equivalence classes of cusps 
minus 1. 

We can prove the above proposition by means of the Poincare residue 
mapping and the toroidal compactifications of Xn' Details are omitted. 

Let z=(zI> .. " zn) E Hn be the coordinates of the point Z in Hn with 
Zi=Xi+,[=1 Yi (Xi' Yi E R, Yi>O) for each i (1 ::;:i::;:n). Then we put 

1)i = (2rc,[=1)-IYi 2dz;!\dzi for each i (l~i~n). 

It is easy to see that each 1)i defines a GLi(R)-invariant real (1, 1) type 
2-form on Hn. Hence 1)i defines a 2-form on X, and an element of 
HbR(X" C), which we denote by the same symbol 1)i' 

Proposition 1.2. For each i (1 ~ i < n), 1)i defines an element of 
WzHZ(Xn' Q). 

The proof of this proposition is similar to that of Proposition 1.9 of 
[9]. 

For any subset A of {I, "', n} with cardinality A, the 2A-form 1)A= 
/\ iEA 1)i defines an element of WZlH2l(X., Q). Especially if n is even, the 
element 1)A with A=n/2 defines an element in WnHn(Xn' Q). 

Definition. If n is even, we put H~iXn' Q)=the orthogonal comple
ment of1),1's with A=#(A)=n/2 in WnHn(Xn' Q) with respect to the inter
section form. 

Remark. The intersection form is well-defined on Wn Hn(xn, Q), 
because the cohomology classes in WnHn(Xn' Q) has compact support. 
Moreover, it is not difficult to check that it defines a non-degenerate 
bilinear form on WnHn(Xn' Q) by Poincare duality. 

In order to describe the Hodge decomposition of H~iXn' Q)0Q C, it 
is convenient to introduce here certain non-holomorphic involutive auto-
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morphisms of the Shimura variety X., which are investigated by Shimura 
[16] and Shin [11] in a different context. 

By the assumption on F, the subgroup E; of totally positive units 
has index 2g in the unit group EF of OF' and E;=E;'. Let P ~(F) be the 
set of infinite places of F. Then we identify any element of P ~(F) with 
the corresponding embedding F~C. Now we define Sgn (B) as the set 
of all mappings of the set N(B) into the set { + 1, -I}, which is naturally 
regarded as the set of vectors of length n with components + 1 or - 1. 
For any given element S=(S')'EN(B) of Sgn(B), we choose an element es 
of EF such that .. (e»O or .. (e)<O according as S,= + 1 or S,= -1, which 
is unique modulo E; =E;'. Put 

Tt(n; B)= {a E 0; I i.(a) = e ~), C E nOF ,. for any finite place v of F}. 
Then To(n; B) is a normal subgroup of index 2n in Tt(n; B). By the 
strong approximation theorem, we can choose an element as of Tt(n; B) 
such that IJ(as)=es, where IJ is the reduced norm of B over F. The class 
as modulo To(n; B) does not depend on the choice of es and as. For any 
element .. of N(B), we have an isomorphism B@F"R~M2(R), which we 
denote by the same symbol... By the definition of as, det .. (as) is positive 
or negative, according as S,= + 1 or s,=-1. 

Let us define a non-holomorphic automorphism Fs of Hn by Fiz) = 
W with each component w, of w=(W')'EN(B) given by 

{
w,= .. (as)(~,), 

w,= .. (as)(z,), 

for z=(Z,),EN(B) E Hn=HN(B). 

ifs,=+1 

if s,=-1 

Then the automorphism Fs of Hn Ibelongs to the normalizer of 
To(n; B). Hence, on passing to the quotient X., Fs defines an auto
morphism Fs of Xu, which is involutive because F~ E ToCn; B). It is easy 
to check that Fs does depend on the choice of es and as. If we define the 
product ST of two elements S, T of Sgn (B) by the componentwise multi
plication, Fs·FT=FsT=FTS=FT·Fs' If S is the special vector in Sgn(B) 
such that all the components are -1, Fs is denoted by F~. F~ is an anti
holomorphic automorphism of X •. 

Now let us see the Hodge decomposition of H:iX., Q)@QC, Let 
SlTo(n; B)) be the space of holomorphic modular cusp forms of weight 
2 on Hn with respect to To(n; B). For eny elementf(z) of S2(To(n; B)), 
we define a holomorphic n-form wf on Hn by 
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Then Wf is To(n; B)-invariant, hence defines an element of H'JJR(Xn, C). 
For any element S=(S')'EN(B) of Sgn (B), we denote by peS) the number 
of components S,= + 1. Then for any S e Sgn (B), the pull-back Ft(wj) 
of Wj with respect to Fs is a (p(S), n-p(S)) type n-form on Xn' 

Theorem 1.3. Let HM be the (p, q) part of the Hodge decomposition 
H~p(Xn' Q)®Q C=®p+q~n HM. Then we have a natural isomorphism 

HP,q~ EB {Ft(wj)[fe S2(To(n; Bm. 
SE Sgn (B) 
p(S)~p 

Moreover these decomposition and isomorphisms are compatible with the 
action of Hecke operators. 

Remark. If B ~ M 2(F) i.e. when Xn is compact, the above theorem 
is proved by Matsushima-Shimura [8]. If B ~ MzCF) , it is shown by 
Harder [5]. In this case Xn is noncompact. But the Kahler metric ds 2 = 
~~~1 y;2[ dZi [2 on Hn defines a complete metric on Xn' Hence the esti
mates which appear in the theory of harmonic integrals are valid for 
square-integrable forms. The space of square-integrable cocyc1es in 
H'JJR(Xn, C) is naturally identified with WnHn(Xn' C) = Image (H~(Xn' C) 
--+Hn(Xn' C)), where H~(Xn' C) is the cohomology group with compact 
support. A detailed exposition on this problem is found in Hida [6]. 

§ 2. Hodge structures attached to primitive forms of weight 2 

In this section, we define the Hodge structure Hn(Mj, Q) attached to 
a primitive form f of weight 2 in S2(To(n; B)). The definitions and 
notation in the previous section is in force in this section. 

Let us define the new part H~p(Xn' Q)new of H~iXn' Q) as follows. 
Let m be a divisor of n, and let b be a divisor of n/m. Let d be a totally 
positive generator of the ideal b =(d). Then we can choose an element j3 
of OB+ with l.i(j3)=d such that p- 1T o(n; B)p~To(m; B). The homo
morphism 

induces a morphism jm,,: Xn--+Xm, which does not depend on the choice 
of p. This morphism jm" in its turn induces an injective homomorphism 
of Hodge structures: 

Then the image of H~iXm' Q) by j';,b belongs to H~iXn' Q). 
Now we define the new part H~iXn' Q)new of H~p(Xn' Q) as the 
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orthogonal complement of the subspace generated by the images of jm,b 
for all pairs of divisors m, h of n satisfying mh I n, with respect to the 
polarization. Similarly we define the subspace Slro(n; B))new of new 
forms in S2(rO(n; B)). Let us call an elementf of S2(rO(n; B)) a primitive 
form, if f is a new form and a common eigenform of all Hecke operators 
T(g) «g, hBn)=l). 

Let End (H~p(Xn' Q)new) be the endomorphism algebra of the rational 
Hodge structure H~iXn' Q)new. Then we denote by R'(r its subalgebra 
generated by the images of the Hecke operators T(g) «g, hBn) = 1) over Q. 
Then we have the following. 

Proposition 2.1. R'Qew is a commutative semisimple algebra of finite 
rank over Q. 

It suffices to show that R'Qew(g}Q C is semisimp1e, which follows from 
the strong multiplicity one theorem and the Eichler-Shimizu corre
spondence 

By this proposition, R'Qew is a direct sum of simple components, each of 
which is a finite algebraic number field. 

Let f be a primitive form of weight 2 in S2(rO(n; B))new. Then we 
can find a unique primitive idempotent e j in R'(r such that 

Moreover there exists an isomorphism 

Definition. For any primitive formf of weight 2 in S2(roCn; B)), we 
put 

The field ejR'Qewej acts on Hn(Mj, Q) by the restriction of the action 
of R'Qew on H~iXn' Q)new. Hence via the isomorphism ejR'QeWej~Kj' Kj 
also acts on Hn(Mj' Q). In other words we have a homomorphism 
OJ: Kr-+End(Hn(Mj, Q)). It is easy to check that the polarization ([JXn 

of H~iXn' Q) defines a polarization 

on Hn(Mj' Q) by restriction. Because ([JXn satisfies 
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iPxn(T(q)*(x), y)=iPx/x, T(q)*(y» 

for any q coprime to bBn and any x, y E WnHn(xu, Q), iPj satisfies 

for any a E K j and any x, y E Hn(Mf' Q). 
Now let us recall the non-holomorphic involutive automorphisms 

Fs (S E Sgn (B» of Xu defined in the previous section, which induce the 
actions Fs*=Ft on H~p(Xn' Q). Since each Ft commutes with the action 
of Hecke operators, Ft holds the subspace Hn(Mj, Q). Let us define a 
function < ,) on Sgn (B) X Sgn (B) with values in { + 1, -l} by 

<S, T) = IT (s" t,)= for S=(S'),EN(B) and T= (t')'E N(B) 
,EN(B) 

in Sgn (B), where (,) is the local Hilbert symbol for R defined by (a, b)= 
= -1, if a<O and b<O, and (a, b)= = + 1, otherwise. 

Definition. For any S E Sgn (B) we define a subspace Hn(Mf' Q)s 
of Hn(Mj' Q) by 

for any T E Sgn (B)}. 

Clearly we have a direct sum decomposition 

Proposition 2.2. For each S E Sgn (B), Hn(Mj, Q)s is a Kj-module of 
rank 1. 

The following proposition follows immediately from the above pro
position. 

Proposition 2.3. There exists a unique Krbilinear form 

such that iPj=trKf/Q('tj)' 

In terms of 'h, we can define the canonical basis of Hn(Mj' Q) as 
follows. 

Definition. A system {as I S E Sgn (B)} of elements of Hn(Mj, Q) is 
called a canonical basis of Hn(Mj, Q), if for each S E Sgn (B) the element 
as generates the space Hn(Mj' Q)s over Kj, and 
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if T=-S, 

otherwise, 

where c(S)=<S, S_> with S_=(-1, -1, "', -1). 

Remark. If {r;s I S E Sgn (B)} is another canonical basis of Hn(Mj, Q), 
then there is a set of elements {as I S E Sgn (B)} of K j satisfying asa_s= 1 
for any S E Sgn (B), such that r;s =() iasV5s for any S E Sgn (B). 

In order to define the fundamental system of periods for f with 
respect to a canonical basis of Hn(M, Q), we investigate the (n, 0) part of 
the Hodge structure Hn(Mj, Q). For the totally real field Kj, we identify 
any embedding a: K j =----+ R with its extension Kj=----+C. Let 2 j be the 
set of all embeddings of Kj into R, or into C. Then 

Hn(Mj' Q)®Q C= EE> Hn(Mj' Q)®Kj,a C. 
aE J: j 

It is easy to see that the (n, 0) component of the Hodge structure 
Hn(Mj' Q)®Kj,a C is given by Wja, where fa is the companion of f with 
respect to a E 2 j defined as follows: Let f be a primitive form in 
S2(roCn; B))new with eigenvalues aq (aq E K j ) for each T(q) «q, DBn)=l): 
T(q)f=aJ Then the companion f" of f with respect to a: Kj=----+C is 
an element of S2(rO(n; B))new such that T(q)f" = a(aq)f" for any q coprime 
to DBn, which is unique up to constant multiple in S2(rO(n; B))new. 

Now let us choose a companion fa of f for each a E 2 j' Let Os be 
the image of Os E Hn(Mj' Q) with respect to the natural homomorphism 

Hn(Mj, Q)-----?-Hn(Mj, Q)®Kj,a C. 

Then {os I S E Sgn (B)} generates Hn(Mj, Q)®Kj,q C. Since Wjq is an 
element of Hn(Mj, Q)®Kj,a C, it is represented by a linear combination of 
{os I S E Sgn (B)} with complex coefficients. 

Definition. Choose a canonical basis {os I S E Sgn (B)} of Hn(Mf , Q) 
and a set {fq I a E 2 f} of companions of the given primitive form f Then 
the fundamental system of periods of Hn(Mj, Q) with respect to these 
basis is the set of complex numbers {WsCfq) I S E Sgn (B), a E 2 j} such that 

W ja = .L: Ws(fa)os for each a E 2 j • 
SESgn (B) 

Theorem 2.4. (Period relation of Riemann-Hodge). Under the same 
notation and definitions as above, we have 
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for each (J E 2 j and any S ESgn (B). 

This theorem is only a paraphrase of the classical Riemann-Hodge 
period relation for the Hodge structure Hn(Mj, Q). But it plays an im
portant role in the proof of Theorem A. In fact, if n = 2, Theorem A 
follows immediately from this theorem (cf. § 4-7 of [9], especially Theorem 
7.2). Ifn>2, this theorem is insufficient to show Theorem A. We need 
more period relations, as we see in the next section. 

§ 3. Eichler-Shimizu correspondence and period relations 

In this section, we give an outline of the proofs of Theorems A and 
B, both of which are proved by a similar method. 

Before starting the explanation, it is convenient to introduce here the 
notion of Krequivalence. 

Definition. Let K be a totally real algbraic number field of degree d 
over Q, and let 2 be the set of all embed dings of K into R (or into C). 
Then two elements ~=(~u).o' and r;=(r;.)uEJ: of K®Q C~CJ: ~Cd is said 
to be K-equivalent, if there exists a non-zero element a of K such that ~ <T 

=a(a)r;. for all a E 2, and we denote this fact by ~]fr;. 

Let f be a primitive form of weight 2 in S2(ToCn; B))new, and let 
{Wifu) I S E Sgn (B), a E 2 j} be the fundamental system of periods of 
Hn(Mj, Q) with respect to a canonical basis and a basis {fu I (J E 2!} of 
companions. 

Let N(B) =N1 U N2 be a partition of NCB) into two disjoint subsets 
Nl and N2 of N(B), and put Sgn(Ni)={+I, -IVi: the set of all map
pings of the set Ni to the set { + I, -I} for each i (1 <i::;' 2), respectively. 
Then any element S of Sgn (B) is written as a list S=(SI' S2) with ele
ments Si in Sgn (Ni ), if we rearrange the order of the elements in N(B) 
adequately. 

Now, in the first place, we note that Theorem A follows immediately 
from the following period relation. 

Theorem 3.1. Let {Wi!") I S E Sgn (B), a E 2 j} be a fundamental 
system of periods of a primitive form f given as above. Assume that f is 
strongly admissible. Then for any partition N(B)=Nl U N2 of the set N(B) 
considered as above, we have a Krequivalence 
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Let us explain briefly how to define abelian varieties Af of dimension 
[KJ : Q] over Cwith homomorphism Of: Kr+End (Af)®z Q. In general, 
if A is a Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian variety of dimension [KJ : Q] over C 
with homomorphism 0: Kr-~End (A) ®z Q of a totally real number field 
KJ , we have a decomposition 

Hl(A, Q)®Q C= EB Hl(A, Q)®K,' C, 
q E J: f 

and a polarization 

which is written as tJ) = tr Kf/Q (t) by a unique non-degenerate skew
symmetric Krbilinear form t on Hl(A, Q) with value in KJ • Since 
Hl(A, Q) is a Krmodule of rank 2, we can choose a basis {D+, D_} of 
Hl(A, Q) over KJ satisfying t(D+, DJ=t(D-, 13_)=0 and t(D+, 13_):;,1::0. 

Let T(A, Q~/c) be the space of holomorphic I-forms on A. Then 
we can diagonalize the action of KJ on T(A, Q~/c) by choosing a basis 
{mqlae2J} such that for each ae2J O*(a)(mq)=a(a)m. for any aeKJ. 
Let 13:,13"- be the images of 13+,13_ with respect to the canonical homo
morphism 

then we can find complex numbers w+(mq) and w_(m.) such that 

mq = w + (m.)D: + w _(mq)O': .. 

Then (w-Cmq)jw+(mq))qEJ:f defines an element of KJ®QC so that no com
ponents w _(mq)jw + (m.) are real numbers. We call this the period modulus 
of A with respect to {D+, D_}. 

The group GL2(KJ) acts on KJ®Q C by 

g(~)=r;; ~=(~').EJ:f and r;=(r;.)qEJ:f e KJ®Q C, 

g=(;~) e GLzCKJ), and r;q=(a(a)~.+a(b))j(a(c)~.+a(d)) 

for each a e 2 J • 

Then it is easy to see that the Krisogeny class of A defines a unique point 
in KJ®Q C modulo GL2(KJ), and distinct Krisogeny classes define distinct 
GL2(KJ)-equivalent classes of points in KJ®Q C. 

Thus, in order to specify the Krisogeny class of Aj, it suffices to give 
its period modulus. It is given by the KJ-equivalence class of '8 given by 
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's = (W(S', -!,S,,)(j")/ W(S', + !,S,,)(j"))" E J: f 

"" t the v-th component 

where (S', S") is an element of {+ 1, _l}N(B)-{V). By Theorem 3.1, the 
Kf-equivalence class,s does not depend on the choice of (S', S"). 

Let us discuss Theorem B in the introduction. Suppose that two 
primitive forms It and fz of weight 2 with respect to To(n!; B!) and 
T O(n2 ; B2) are given, respectively. If we put N+ =N(B!) n N(B2) and N; 
=N(Bi)-N+ for i= 1 and i=2, any element S of Sgn(Bi) is written as a 
list S=(S+, S;) of two vectors S+ E Sgn+ ={ + 1, _l}N+ and S; E Sgn; 
={ + 1, _1}Ni for each i (i= 1,2), respectively. Here we rearrange the 
order of the elements in N(B!) or N(B2) adequately. 

The next theorem together with Theorem 3.1 implies Theorem B. 

Theorem 3.2. Let It and fz be two primitive forms given as above, and 
assume that both It and fz are strongly admissible. Let {Wif;) I S E 

Sgn (B!), (J E 2 f,}' or {WT (j;) I T E Sgn (B2), (J E 2 h} be a fundamental 
system of periods of It or fz, respectively. Moreover, assume that It and fz 
correspond in the sense of Eichler-Shimizu. Then KI1 =Kj" 211 =2f2 , and 
we have the period relation: 

For any S+, T+ E Sgn+ and any S; E Sgn; (i=1, 2), the elements 

and 

In order to explain how to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we need more 
notation and definitions. 

Definition. Letfbe a primitive form of weight 2 in S2(To(n; B))uew 
«n, DB)=l). Then there exists a primitive Hilbert modular form 10 of 
weight 2 in S2(To(nD B ; M 2(F)))new, which corresponds to f in the sense of 
Eichler-Shimizu. If 10 is normalized so that the first Fourier coefficient 
of 10 at 00 is 1, 10 is uniquely determined by f. We call 10 the index form 
off. 

If we choose the companion 10" of 10 such that loa is normalized for 
each (J E 2 10 , then the Kio-equivalence class of (WsCfo"))aEL:fo in Kfo®Q C 
does not depend on the choice of canonical basis of Hg(Mfo' Q). 

When B ~ M 2(F), the Shimura variety Xn has no cusps and the 
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modular form f has no Fourier expansions. Therefore it is a problem 
how to specify the normalized one in the set eXfu of the companions off 
with respect to G E S /' such that its periods are comparable with those of 

10· 
The following theorem is crucial in the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 

3.2. 

Theorem 3.3. Let f be a primitive form of weight 2 with respect to 
ro(n; B), and let 10 be the index form off Assume that f is strongly ad
missible. Put R(B)=Poo(F)-N(B). 

Then for each G E S /' we can normalize the companion fU of f with 
respect to G, so that for any S E Sgn (B), the element 

is K/-equivalent to 

HereR_=(-I, -I, "', -I) is an element of{+l, _l}R(B). 

Remark. If B is totally indefinite, R(B)=¢. Hence (S, R_)=S for 
any S E Sgn (B) in this case. 

Theorem 3.3 follows from the next Theorem 3.4. Let us formulate 
Theorem 3.4. In the first place, we construct some n-cycles on the 
Shimura variety Xn, which we call the distinguished cycles. Let W be the 
space of pure quaternions in B. Then we define the action of B X on W 
by 

By extension of scalars, (B®Q RY acts on W®Q R. Let us choose a 
vector WE Wwith d= -j)(w) *0 satisfying 1:(d»O if 1: E NCB) and 1:(d) <0 
if 1: E R(B), where j) is the reduced norm map of B over F. Fix an identi
fication (B®QRY~GL2(R)nXHT, and let Ow,R be the stabilizer of WE 

We W®QR in GLi(R)nXHT. Then for any point z E Xn=ro(n; B)\Hn, 
the Ow,R-orbit of z in Xn is a totally real submanifold of Xn, and 
defines an element r w of HnCXn' Z), where Xn is the Satake compactifica
tion of Xn obtained from Xn by attaching a finite number of points at 
infinity corresponding to the cusps of roCn; B). 

Lemma. If g?-. 2, there exists a cycle r w in Image (Hn(Xn' Z)-> 
Hn(Xn , Z)) such that 
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for any element h of S2(rO(n; B)). 

Remark. If B t=Mz(F), this lemma is trivial. When B~M2(F) and 

g> 1, the lemma assure that the integral f- W h along the noncompact 
Tw 

chain r w is truely a period of some proper smooth model of Xn. 

Definition. We call the linear combinations of the cycles of the form 
r w with coefficient in Q in Image (Hn(Xn' Q)--+Hn('Xn, Q)) the distinguished 
cycles on Xn. 

Assume that d = -lie w) is not a square of any element of FX. Then 
let Kbe the quadratic extension K=F(Vd) of F, and let XK be quadratic 
Dirichlet character of OF corresponding to the extension KIF. 

Theorem 3.4. Assume that f is strongly admissible. Then we can 
normalize the companions f" of f so that there exists a distinguished cycle 
r independent of (J, satisfying 

for some a E K f independent of (J, where G(XK ) is the Gaussian sum as
sociated to XK • 

Moreover under the same normalization, we have 

for all (J E 2: f with some b E Kf • 

Here S+=(+l, +1, ... ,+1) and S_=(-I, -1, ... , -1) belong to 
Sgn(B)={+I, _l}N(B) and R_=(-l, -1, ... , -1) to {+l, _1}R(B). 

Remark. When d= -li(W) is a square of an element of FX, then 
B~M2(F) necessarily. 

The special case of the first half of the above theorem is already 
found in the examples of Shintani [19]. The proof of the first half is 
obtained by applying the results and the method of Waldspuger [20], [21]. 
The second half requires some trick. 

Let us explain how to deduce Theorem 3.1 from Theorems 2.4 and 
3.3. In the first place let us note the following fact. Let fo be a normal-
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ized primitive Hilbert modular cusp form of weight 2, and let fo.l be its 
twist with respect a quadratic character X. Then the Hodge structures 
Hg(Mfo ' Q) and Hg(Mfo •l, Q) are isomorphic. Moreover, if fo' x is also 
normalized, the element 

(Wss1(fo». e x 10 

and 

are Kfo=Kfo.x-equivalent. Here Sx=Sgn(X). 
Now letfbe the given primitive form. Then ifn= 1, we have nothing 

to prove. If n=2, then Theorem 2.4 implies Theorem 3.1. Therefore 
assume that n2:3. Let us proceed by induction on n. 

Let I be a subset of N(B) with even number of elements. Then for 
the quaternion algebra B, we can find another quaternion BI with the 
same conductor as B at the finite places of F, which splits only at the 
infinite places of F belonging to N(B)-I. Thus N(BI)=N(B)-I, and 
the cardinality of N(BI) is n-i with i=#I. Moreover in sz<rO<It; BI»new 
we can find a primitive form fI which is the Eichler-Shimizu correspond
ence off Let fo be the index form of J, then it is also the index form of 
fl' By the assumption of induction, Theorem 3.1 is already valid for fro 
And it is also valid for any twist of fr, and the Hodge structures attached 
to fr and its twist are isomorphic. All these facts together imply Theorem 
3.1 for f 

We can prove Theorem 3.2 similarly, in view of the fact that the 
index forms of j; and fz coincide. 

§4. Remarks 

Some. portion of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are already obtained by 
Shimura [17], [18]. Assume that B is totally indefinite. Then the Shimura 
variety Xn parametrizes the set of polarized abelian varieties A of dimen
sion 2[F: Q] with homomorphisms 0r-+End (A), with level n structures. 
Considering a "principal congruence" subgroup r of ro(n; B), we have a 
finite covering Y --+ Xn, and a universal family f: A --+ Y of such abelian 
varieties with level structures. Then R1f*O A is OF@QOy-module of rank 
2. Therefore, 1\ ~F R1f*O A is a OF@Q Oy-module of rank 1. Hence it is 
a direct sum of g invertible sheaves Li (l~i<g). Put L=@f~l L t , then 
L has a descent with respect to Y --+Xn' which we denote also by L. Then 
the sections in r(Xn, L®-k) are identified with holomorphic modular forms 
of weight 2k. Since Xn and f are defined over (1, L is also defined over 
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Q. The sections in T(Xn, Lrg)-k) defined over Q correspond to arithmetic 
modular forms in the sense of Shimura. Then he prove that for a primi
tive form lof weight 2k defined over Q, the ratio <1,1)/<10,10) of the 
Petersson metrics is an algebraic number. Here 10 is the index form off 
Especially when g = n = 1, in [18], he proved that W+(f)/W+(fo) and 
W_ (f)/W-(fo) are algebraic numbers. Here we write W+ and W_ in 
place of W<+l) and W<_l) in our notation. 

Ribet [10] proves that the jacobian variety of Shimura curves attached 
to unit groups of quaternion algebras B over Q, is isogenous to a factor 
of the jacobian variety of elliptic modular curves. This result implies our 
result if F=Q. Conversely, Theorem B implies the existence of an isogeny 
over C. If abelian varieties in question are not of eM-type, we obtain 
the isogeny over Q from the isogeny over C, by a standard argument 
applying the restriction of scalars of Weil. 

Let us indicate an application of Theorem B. In the previous paper, 
we discussed algebraic cycles of Hilbert modular surfaces ([9]). In this 
case g=2, and the Hodge structure H2(Mj, Q) attached to a primitive 
form 1 of weight 2 is of weight 2. Let H2(Mj, Q)aIg be the subspace of 
algebraic cycles in H2(Mj, Q). As we have seen in Section 7 of [9], the 
determination of H2(Mj, Q) can be reduced to the determination of 
Homo! (A}, A}) of abelian varieties A} (i= 1,2) such that H2(Mj, Q)= 
Hl(A}, Q)0Xf Hl(A}, Q). By Theorem B, these abelian varieties A} are 
identified with factors of the Jacobian varieties of certain Shimura curves 
in some cases. On the other hand, if we denote by f' the conjugate form 
of 1 given by 1/(ZlO Z2) = I(Z2' Zj) for (Zj, Z2) E H2. Then A} is Kj-isogenous 
to A},. By using these facts, we can show that H2(Mj' Q)aIg=O, if f' is 
not equal to any twist off 
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